Definition

An electronic portfolio is a digital container capable of storing visual and auditory content including text, images, video and sound.

It is frequently used to summarize a student’s achievements and/or illustrate the process of reaching those achievements.
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Different content types

- ePortfolio
- Multimedia web pages

Mahara Frontpage

[URL: mahara.ln.edu.hk]

Dashboard

Your homepage in Mahara

Content

Create and upload your content

Portfolio

Organize and present your content as page(s)

Groups

Connect with other users
Demonstration

- Set up your own profile
- Create an ePortfolio page
- Add different types of content to your page
  - Profile
  - External video (YouTube)
  - Embedded audio (mp3)
  - Textbox and hyperlinks
- Join your course group
- Submit your page for course assessment

Set up your own profile

- If I want to edit my profile information and upload my image, which button should I press in the main menu?
  - A. Dashboard
  - B. Content
  - C. Portfolio
  - D. Groups

Add different types of content to your page

- Where can I find the content blocks to add the following to my page:
  - Profile
  - YouTube video
  - Mp3
  - Text with hyperlink

Join your course group

- Can you identify which group I am in?

Training resources

- TLC website
  [http://study.ln.edu.hk/tlc/content/mahara-training-students](http://study.ln.edu.hk/tlc/content/mahara-training-students)

- Shared page in Mahara
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